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Station  Date  Time Time/Prognosis Platform Products

Wien Westbahnhof  09.06.2015 dep 09:30  7 RJ 162
Linz/Donau Hbf   arr 10:45   
Comments:  railjet Direction: Zürich HB 
Reservation optional; business-compartment; mobile on-board service (snacks and beverages); Bordrestaurant; space for
wheelchairs; Wheelchair space - For advance notification, call +43 (0) 5 1717; Vehicle-mounted access ramp for wheelchair
users; WC accessible for wheelchair; handy/quiet zones; Children's cinema
Linz/Donau Hbf   dep 10:58   REX 3905
Ardning   arr 12:31  2
Comments:  RegionalExpress Direction: Liezen 
Number of bicycles conveyed limited; 2nd class only; It is mandatory to hold a valid ticket in local lines (REX, R, S-Bahn); space
for wheelchairs; Wheelchair space - For advance notification, call +43 (0) 5 1717; Low-floor coach; WC with limited accessibility
for wheelchair
Ardning       Walk
Ardning Dorfplatz       
Comments:  approx. 6 min. 
Kleinbus, Gruppen anmelden unter 03585/478425
Ardning Dorfplatz   dep 12:41   Bus 910
Admont Bahnhof (Vorplatz)   arr 12:55   
Comments:  Bus Direction: Admont Bahnhof 
Number of bicycles conveyed limited; Nur bei Bedarf. Vorbestellung bis zum Vortag unter Tel.: 08677-9886-31; space for
wheelchairs
Duration: 3:25; runs Mo - Sa, not on public holidays
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© 1996-2015  ÖBB-Personenverkehr AG/HaCon Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH. 
No guarantee is taken for accuracy and completeness of the information given. Subject to alteration. Map basics and
footpaths are adopted from routing systems. 
Platform/ rail information may differ due to operational requirements. Please pay attention to the local information.
Unless otherwise stated, the copyright of all documents published on this website and the materials used for such
documents as well as all timetable information is held exclusively by ÖBB-Personenverkehr AG. All respective rights
(e.g. property, industrial property rights, copyright) are reserved. Reproduction or use of the documents and timetable
information is allowed for personal use only; any commercial or other use is expressly forbidden. The use of markings
(e.g. brands, logos), irrespective of whether they contain the symbol ® or ™ or not, is expressly forbidden. General
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